TECHNICAL DATA
Motor power: 50 WATT
Dimensions: 120 X 46 CM
Heat-resistant work surface: 400 WATT

Auxiliary socket for iron: 230 VOLT - 2300 WATT
Adjustable work height: 73 - 100 CM
Weight: 20 KG

Easymax

The entire range is exclusively made
in Italy, in full respect of EC directives,
with Italian components, to ensure
maximum reliability, efficiency and
durability.

Genuine Made in Italy.
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the
professional
ironing board

IRONING BOARD

PROFESSIONAL IRONING IN YOUR HOME

EASYMAX FEATURES

ROTATING
SLEEVEBOARD
WITH BRACE

FOR HIGH TEMPERATURES

SUCTION

BLOWING

The EasyMax ironing board with a heated suction and blowing
surface is a board for domestic work with professional
performance. EasyMax stops rising steam and odours when
ironing, the formation of condensation and consequent dripping
underneath the board; laundry is well ironed and dry on both sides.
Your work becomes accurate and fast: with the suction, fabrics
remain attached to the work surface to prevent creases, while
blowing lifts the most delicate ones, which can be ironed without
pressing them, all without pedals, with convenient automatic
control.
Robust:
Made entirely from steel, EasyMax guarantees particular
sturdiness, perfect stability and durability. The legs and other
supporting parts are chromium-plated, the structure and
accessory components are oven-painted or stainless steel, while
the wide work surface, covered with a high-quality cover and
textile lining, is made using a special steel 3D frame.
Practical:
Due to weight balancing and the convenient transport kit, it opens
and closes simply without ever bending over. After use it can be
placed in a vertical position without the need for support points:
once closed it remains standing alone.
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IRON STAND MADE
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